Geologic deposits containing fossils with remains of non-biomineralized tissues (i.e. Konservat-Lagerstätten) provide key insights into ancient organisms and ecosystems. Such deposits are not evenly distributed through geologic time or space, suggesting that global phenomena play a key role in exceptional fossil preservation. Nonetheless, establishing the influence of global phenomena requires documenting temporal and spatial trends in occurrences of exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages. To this end, we compiled and analyzed a dataset of 694 globally distributed exceptional fossil assemblages spanning the history of complex eukaryotic life (~610 to 3 Ma). Our analyses demonstrate that assemblages with similar ages and depositional settings commonly occur in clusters, each signifying an ancient geographic region (up to hundreds of kilometers in scale), which repeatedly developed conditions conducive to soft tissue preservation. Using a novel hierarchical clustering approach, we show that these clusters decrease in number and shift from open marine to transitional and nonmarine settings across the Cambrian-Ordovician interval. Conditions conducive to exceptional preservation declined worldwide during the early Paleozoic in response to transformations of near-surface environments that promoted degradation of tissues and curbed authigenic mineralization potential. We propose a holistic explanation relating these environmental transitions to ocean oxygenation and bioturbation, which affected virtually all taphonomic pathways, in addition to changes in seawater chemistry that disproportionately affected processes of soft tissue conservation. After these transitions, exceptional preservation rarely occurred in open marine settings, excepting times of widespread oceanic anoxia, when low oxygen levels set the stage. With these patterns, nonmarine cluster count is correlated with non-marine rock quantity, and generally decreases with age. This result suggests that geologic processes, which progressively destroy terrestrial rocks over time, limit sampling of non-marine deposits on a global scale. Future efforts should aim to assess the impacts of such phenomena on evolutionary and ecological patterns in the fossil record.
Introduction
The bulk of the fossil record consists of skeletal materials (i.e. shells, bones, and teeth), biologically produced by organisms that control the formation of minerals within their tissues. Due to the abundance and wide availability of these fossils for study, they constitute the focus of most paleontological research, shaping scientific understanding of evolutionary and ecological patterns through geologic time. Problematically, however, organisms that produce mineralized body parts make up only a fraction of the total biodiversity in modern (Schopf, 1978; Valentine, 1989) and ancient ecosystems (Conway Morris, 1986) , and those body parts convey limited information regarding nonbiomineralized or "soft" anatomy. With these issues in mind, fossils of non-biomineralized tissues-or exceptionally preserved fossils ( Fig. 1 ) -represent a critical resource for studying the ancient biosphere. Fossils of this type include some of the earliest organisms on Earth (Knoll, 1985) as well as remains of integuments (Manning et al., 2009; Navalón et al., 2015) , exoskeletons (McNamara et al., 2012a) , feathers (Colleary et al., 2015) , eyes (Lee et al., 2011) , muscles (Martill, 1990) , "jellies" (Chen et al., 2007; Stanley and Sturmer, 1987) , internal organs (Zhang et al., 2015) , nerves (Yang et al., 2016) , cells (Xiao et al., 1998) , and sub-cellular structures , which offer many opportunities for work on anatomy, physiology, and systematics. Furthermore, geologic deposits containing exceptionally-preserved fossils-such as certain Konservat-Lagerstätten (Seilacher, 1970 )-offer relatively complete snapshots for exploring the ecology and dynamics of ancient ecosystems, as they generally contain remains of both biomineralizing and non-mineralizing taxa (Conway Morris, 1986) . For these reasons, exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages-such as the Weng'an , Burgess Shale (Conway Morris, 1986) , Hunsrück , and Mazon Creek (Cotroneo et al., 2016) biotas-have received special attention among scientists studying Earth history. Work on such Konservat-Lagerstätten has led to innovative hypotheses regarding patterns in diversity and extinction of softbodied organisms through time (Darroch et al., 2015; Labandeira and Sepkoski, 1993; Van Roy et al., 2010) .
Exceptionally preserved fossils occur less commonly than skeletal fossils because non-biomineralized body parts are rapidly destroyed in most environments. Preservation of soft tissues only takes place in rare circumstances where non-mineralized body parts survive degradational processes long enough to be transformed into recalcitrant carbonaceous materials or become secondarily replicated by minerals, which can persist over geologic timescales (Briggs, 2003) . The taphonomic processes responsible for these transformations are modestly well understood. On the other hand, the environmental conditions that engender exceptional fossil preservation-and therefore, control the geographic and stratigraphic distributions of exceptionally preserved fossils-represent a subject of debate, as their relative importance remain unresolved. The preponderances of KonservatLagerstätten in particular facies and preserved via a limited number of taphonomic processes in the Ediacaran-lower Paleozoic suggest that the record of such assemblages reflects global controls on soft tissue conservation (Allison and Briggs, 1991; Butterfield, 2003) . Whereas local and regional controls on preservational processes include climate, topography, (pore and bottom) water circulation, and sedimentation rate (Allison and Briggs, 1993) , global controls are potentially related to diagenetic conditions (Butterfield, 1995; and seawater chemistry (Butterfield, 1995; Gaines et al., 2012b) , including ocean oxygenation (Gaines and Droser, 2010) . Geobiological agents, such as sediment-mixing animals and microbial mats, also influence exceptional preservation. These agents are geospatially variable in their local and regional distributions, and their evolution has shaped nearsurface preservational environments on global scales Schiffbauer et al., 2014b) . Global controls, nonetheless, remain contentious (Butterfield, 2012; Pickerill, 1994) because, by and large, most studies have focused on particular assemblages (Schiffbauer et al., 2014b) , regions , stratigraphic intervals (Butterfield, 2003) , and preservational styles (Gaines et al., 2012b) . As a result, efforts have not yielded a holistic understanding of soft tissue taphonomy.
One potential approach for addressing this knowledge gap involves studying the global distributions of exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages in geologic time and space in order to ascertain their relationships with geologic and environmental phenomena. Allison and Briggs (1993) conducted some of the pioneering work in this area by assembling a compilation of 44 exceptionally preserved faunas from the Phanerozoic and showing that the faunas occur most numerously in the Cambrian and Jurassic. Subsequent work by Schiffbauer and Laflamme (2012) brought the total number of Konservat-Lagerstätten in the compilation up to 53, revealing that they are actually most numerous in the Ediacaran and Cambrian. However, these compilations exclude numerous assemblages, which occur throughout the geologic record and have been described in numerous works (Baird et al., 1985b; Boag et al., 2016; Conway Morris, 1989; . In addition, these efforts do not fully explore geologic overprints in the exceptional fossil record associated with variations in the quantities (areas and volumes) of sedimentary rocks, which affect overall geologic sampling (Allison and Briggs, 1993) . Lastly, they fail to account for the geospatial clustering of assemblages (Plotnick, 2017) , even though factors influencing fossil preservation operate throughout regions hundreds of kilometers in scale . In summary, by the modern standards of 'big data' paleobiology (Alroy, 2003) , no comprehensive dataset has yet been compiled for rigorous analyses of temporal and spatial trends in Konservat-Lagerstätten.
In this contribution, we examine the global, regional, and localized sedimentary conditions that allow for exceptional fossil preservation. We begin by reviewing the major taphonomic processes of soft tissue conservation. Through this review, we argue that a single unifying conceptual model-rooted in sedimentary geology and geomicrobiology-can account for virtually all preservational styles of soft tissue fossils, if their origins are considered in terms of taphonomic processes with unique and shared environmental controls. Using this model as basis for interpreting distributions of exceptionally preserved fossils in geologic time and space, we then present a quantitative metaanalysis of a new compilation of 694 exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages, which span the history of complex eukaryotic life (~635-0 Ma). These analyses reveal major patterns in fossil occurrence, which are pertinent to hypotheses regarding controls on exceptional preservation operating on regional and global levels. To conclude, we synthesize these results in light of our novel unifying conceptual model, and build a case that oxygen and bioturbation levels represent the principal global and regional controls on the exceptional preservation, owing to their influence over virtually all taphonomic pathways.
Environmental controls on taphonomic processes and pathwaysa review

Taphonomic processes
Exceptional preservation of non-biomineralized tissues is, in essence, a race between fossil degradation and mineralization (Briggs, 2003) , occurring in rare circumstances where tissues survive long enough to be transformed via in situ diagenetic polymerization into recalcitrant aliphatic components (Stankiewicz et al., 2000) and/or become replicated by authigenic/diagenetic minerals , which survive alteration over geologic time. The processes involved in fossil degradation and mineralization are not entirely independent, and microbes that utilize different metabolisms and are distributed in stratified zones within sediments play both constructive and destructive roles. Metabolisms that cause decay (e.g. sulfate reduction), for example, contribute to development of microenvironments in which minerals form in place of decomposing tissues. These preservational microenvironments, which geochemically differ in various ways from their immediate surroundings, may form internally or externally of carcasses (McNamara et al., 2009 ). Regardless, microenvironment development depends upon reductant and oxidant (i.e. electron donor and acceptor) availability, and ultimately, only leads to mineral formation if the chemical species that precipitate in response to microbial metabolisms are present in sufficient supply. As these geochemical variables hinge on global and regional factors (e.g. seawater chemistry and sedimentation rate), products of microenvironment development express patterns of broad environmental phenomena.
Aside from bioimmuration (Taylor, 1990) and preservation in amber (Martínez-Delclòs et al., 2004) , the main taphonomic processes involved in conservation of soft tissues (Fig. 1) include silicification Rice et al., 2002; Strang et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2010) , phosphatization Dornbos, 2011; McNamara et al., 2009; Schiffbauer et al., 2014a) , pyritization Guan et al., 2016; Schiffbauer et al., 2014b) , aluminosilicification (Cai et al., 2012; Orr et al., 1998) , and preservation of tissues with carbonate (i.e. calcite and siderite) minerals Cotroneo et al., 2016) . If these processes do not occur, soft tissues that survive early post-burial microbial degradation may be preserved as insoluble (i.e. kerogen) and/or soluble carbonaceous materials (Cai et al., 2012; Schiffbauer et al., 2014b; Stankiewicz et al., 2000) , as observed in carbonaceous compressions (Xiao et al., 2002) , small carbonaceous microfossils (Butterfield and Harvey, 2012) , and organically preserved skeletal fossils . Non-biomineralized tissues are also sometimes preserved in siliciclastic rocks as casts, molds, and impressions (Gutiérrez-Marco and García-Bellido, 2015; Muscente and Allmon, 2013) , such as Ediacara-type fossils (Laflamme et al., 2011; Narbonne, 2005) .
Notably, these taphonomic processes are exemplified by some wellknown fossil assemblages (Butterfield, 2003) . Such exemplary biotas show that the processes tend to conserve tissues of different types and degrees of recalcitrance, and capture anatomical information at varying levels of dimensionality (i.e. two versus three dimensions), scale (e.g. microscopic versus macroscopic features), and resolution (e.g. cellular detail versus bulk morphology; Xiao and Schiffbauer, 2009 ). Additionally, the exemplary biotas provide evidence that expressions of these processes vary through time and space. For example, depending on the environmental conditions and organisms, phosphatization may lead to preservation of "Doushantuo-type" or "Orsten-type" microfossils, distinguished by preservation of cellular structures in the former and recalcitrant tissues (e.g. cuticles) in the latter (Butterfield, 2003) . Even so, Cambrian biotas with evidence of cellular and cuticular phosphatization bridge these end members (Xiao and Schiffbauer, 2009) , and affirm that the different types of phosphatized fossils form under similar environmental conditions. Taking this observation into consideration, the processes described herein represent the fundamental mechanisms behind a variety of taphonomic pathways.
Taphonomic pathways: combinations of processes
The preservation of a single fossil may involve one taphonomic process or many (Cai et al., 2012) , and the processes involved in exceptional preservation may vary among tissues within a single specimen (Cai et al., 2012; McNamara et al., 2009) , among specimens in a single assemblage (Guan et al., 2016; McNamara et al., 2012b; Schiffbauer et al., 2014b) , or among assemblages located proximally in geologic time and space . Well-known fossils, which express evidence of multiple taphonomic processes, include the carbonaceous/ pyritized/aluminosilicified fossils of the Ediacaran Gaojiashan Member (Dengying Formation) in South China (Cai et al., 2012) ; the carbonaceous/aluminosilicified fossils of the Burgess Shale (Orr et al., 1998) ; the phosphatized/calcified fossils of Libros in Spain (McNamara et al., 2009 (McNamara et al., , 2012b ; the carbonaceous/phosphatized fossils of some Burgess Shale-type localities (Butterfield, 2002; Lerosey-Aubril et al., 2012) ; the phosphatized/pyritized/calcified fossils of the Eocene London Clay (Allison, 1988b) ; and the fossils of the Carboniferous Mazon Creek and Montceau-les-Mines biotas (Cotroneo et al., 2016; Perrier and Charbonnier, 2014) . Other examples occur throughout the upper Neoproterozoic and Phanerozoic, such as phosphatized/silicified microfossils within chert nodules of the Ediacaran Doushantuo Formation in South China and carbonaceous/pyritized/ aluminosilcified fossils of the Cambrian Wheeler Formation in Utah (LoDuca et al., 2015; Fig. 2) . Altogether, these fossils indicate that microenvironments conducive to different taphonomic processes develop under common global and regional circumstances. Considering that these microenvironments develop, in part, due to stratified microbial metabolisms (and availability of metabolites) within sediments, the processes themselves must proceed concurrently and/or sequentially as a fossil successively passes through each zone during its post-burial history (Schiffbauer et al., 2014b) . Cross-cutting relationships provide a means to investigate these possibilities. Indeed, in some examples, the taphonomic processes evidently proceeded in sequence. In the phosphatized/silicified microfossils of the Doushantuo Formation, cell lumens were first phosphatized around the oxic-anoxic sedimentary boundary, where PO 4 3 − concentrations were greatest, before the remaining tissues were silicified in deeper anoxic sediments with pH conditions that fostered calcite dissolution and chert precipitation . Similarly, in the case of carbonaceous/ pyritized/aluminosilicified fossils, pyritization must have occurred prior to conversion of carbonaceous material into recalcitrant compounds via polymerization, as the microbial sulfate reduction (MSR) metabolisms that drive pyrite formation and pyritization require labile organic matter for fuel. Sulfate reduction, nevertheless, plays a significant role in all taphonomic processes. In addition to strongly influencing the overall rate of organic degradation (Allison, 1988a) -and therefore, the likelihood of organic matter preservation-MSR causes pyrite and carbonate precipitation Schiffbauer et al., 2014b) , and represents the most efficient process of phosphorus remineralization (Arning et al., 2009) , yielding PO 4 3 − that may fuel phosphatization. In addition, MSR can cause pH changes, which may contribute to phosphatization , silicification (Xiao et al., 2010) , and/or aluminosilicification (Gabbott et al., 2001 ). Consequently, under appropriate chemical conditions, a multitude of taphonomic processes may concurrently occur in the MSR zone (Briggs, 2003) . Fossils preserved via multiple taphonomic processes provide evidence for a single unifying conceptual model, rooted in sedimentary geology and geomicrobiology, which accounts for all variation in preservational style among fossils that are not preserved via bioimmuration or in amber (Fig. 3) . Overall, in this model, taphonomic pathways differ in several aspects of post-burial history, including the durations of the fossils in the various microbial zones of the sediment column and the availabilities at each level of geochemical species (e.g. O 2 , organic matter, reactive iron, SO 4 2− , H 2 S, PO 4 3− , SiO 2 , etc.) essential for fossil degradation and mineralization. In general, these variables hinge on sedimentation rates, which control the rate of fossil burial through each zone (Schiffbauer et al., 2014b) , and on geomicrobiological agents (e.g. burrowing animals, microbial mats, etc.) that modulate geochemical gradients, influence microbial zone thicknesses, and play destructive and constructive roles in soft tissue preservation (Callow and Brasier, 2009 ). Bottom water chemistry, which affects pore water geochemical gradients and the location of the redox boundary, also influences post-burial history (Guan et al., 2016; . In this context, an organism may be preserved as a fossil typifying a combination of processes (Fig. 2) or as an end-member epitomizing just one (Fig. 1) , depending on its pathway through preservational zones of the sedimentary column.
The dichotomy of the exceptional fossil record
In exploring the stratigraphic and geographic distributions of exceptionally preserved fossils, a conspicuous dichotomy presents itself. On the one hand, each taphonomic process has its own unique requirements Gaines et al., 2012b; Guan et al., 2016; Schiffbauer et al., 2014b; Tarhan et al., 2016) , and the conditions conducive to the taphonomic processes can develop in isolation. In this light, the temporal and spatial distributions of the fossils exemplifying each of the major processes are independent of each other. Indeed, separate and generally unrelated aspects of seawater chemistry may account for the different albeit overlapping stratigraphic distributions of silicified (Knoll, 1985) , phosphatized (Butterfield, 2003) , and Burgess Shale-type fossils (Gaines et al., 2012b) . On the other hand, certain factors-oxidant availability, microbial mats, animal scavenging, and sediment mixing-influence virtually all taphonomic pathways, owing to their effects on the durations of fossils in the various microbial zones of the sedimentary column and on the relative degrees of soft tissue decay and mineralization at each level. Consequently, fossils of all preservational styles may track those sedimentary factors through space and time, occurring most commonly in facies deposited when circumstances favored mineralization by any means over total degradation. Taking this dichotomy into consideration, phenomena affecting all taphonomic pathways should manifest in the stratigraphic and geographic distributions of Konservat-Lagerstätten, even though fossils of distinct preservational styles are conserved in partly different environmental conditions. In the remainder of this contribution, we examine the fossil record for overarching trends through space and time in occurrences of exceptionally preserved fossils, regardless of their taphonomic pathways and preservational styles. We recognize a number of trends, which in light of our unifying conceptual model, illuminate the environmental factors that influence virtually all taphonomic pathways and exert primary (first-order) control on the temporal and spatial distributions of Konservat-Lagerstätten.
Data and methods
If global phenomena control exceptional fossil preservation and sampling, we predict that the numbers, geospatial spreads, and depositional settings of Konservat-Lagerstätten follow paleoenvironmental and geologic changes through stratigraphy. To test this prediction, we compiled time series data on the frequency of exceptional preservation, and compared the time series to trends in the rock record. Accordingly, we devised methods for examining the geospatial and chronostratigraphic distributions of Konservat-Lagerstätten, which record patterns in development of exceptional preservational conditions through space and time. Besides studying these distributions, we assessed for biases-for instance, whether Konservat-Lagerstätten of similar ages and facies tend to cluster together in stratigraphy and geography, as expected if regional factors control exceptional preservation-and investigated for possible relationships with sampling, rock availability, and sea level. Additional information on the methods, as well as supplementary data, can be found with the online version of the report.
In devising our methods, we aimed to take advantage of the rich literature available pertaining to Konservat-Lagerstätten. Of course, there is no assurance that any two Konservat-Lagerstätten are directly comparable. Because there are no standards for defining and sampling these deposits, different workers have incorporated varying amounts of faunal, facial, geologic, and taphonomic variation in lumping and splitting them. We have attempted to rectify this issue by (1) sampling stratigraphically and geographically distinct points of fossil collection from the literature (see Section 3.1), and (2) lumping these fossil "assemblages" into equivalent groups based on their ages, geographic proximities, and depositional settings (see Section 3.5). By following this approach, we have generated a standardized dataset that provides an overview of the exceptional fossil record and captures the broadest and most fundamental patterns in fossil occurrence and sampling. Data processing yielded units with comparable temporal, environmental, and geospatial coverages. Using the standardized units as the building blocks of numerous time series, we conducted statistical analyses (see Section 3.7) to test our main predictions. We did not take variations in preservational style into consideration in identifying the standardized units because local and microenvironmental conditions strongly influence processes of soft tissue mineralization (McNamara et al., 2009 ). In addition, fossils of distinct styles often occur in geographic and stratigraphic proximity (Cai et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012) , indicating that regional and perhaps global phenomena allow for soft tissue conservation via numerous taphonomic pathways. On the whole, our work aims to identify patterns in the fossil record produced by such broadly influential phenomena, as they likely exert the greatest effects on the temporal and spatial distributions of exceptional preserved fossils.
Overview of dataset of exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages
Assemblages-representing beds, facies, localities, sections, formations, and regions-were sampled from 650 primary and secondary literature references (see Supplementary Database and references therein) and included in the dataset if they have been sources of exceptionally-preserved animal, algal, and/or Ediacara-type fossils. The dataset includes the best age estimate, geographic location (lat/long and Cartesian coordinates), paleolatitude, and litho-and chronostratigraphic units of each assemblage (see Supplementary Information). The smallest units, given available information, were generally selected for inclusion in the dataset. As a result, in some cases, deposits often recognized as singular examples of Konservat-Lagerstätten (Seilacher, 1970) were entered in the dataset as multiple points of fossil collection. This strategy helps to account for the broad geospatial coverages of some Konservat-Lagerstätten. For instance, the Green River Formation Lagerstätte-which encompasses numerous localities in Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah (Bradley, 1964) -is included in the dataset as representative assemblages, which cover the geographic range of the formation. Similar examples include the Burgess Shale (Collins et al., 1983) , Chengjiang (Hou and Bergström, 2003) , and Jehol biotas (Pan et al., 2013) . Due to limitations in published data, other Lagerstätten-known from multiple beds, localities, and sections-were entered in the dataset as singular units (i.e. formations or regions). For example, although fossils have been collected from N200 collection areas in a range of approximately 50 km around Morris, Illinois (Baird et al., 1985a) , the geographic coordinates and fossils of each collection area are not reported in the literature. Consequently, the collection areas are included in the dataset as a single Mazon Creek assemblage. Similar examples include the Permian KwaZulu (van Dijk, 1997) , Triassic Buntsandstein (Bashkuev et al., 2012) , and Jurassic Hartford Basin (Huber and McDonald, 2003) assemblages. Future work will undoubtedly allow for improvement of the dataset over time.
The dataset does not include assemblages of fossils preserved via bioimmuration or in amber because the records of these assemblages reflect evolutionary trends among biomineralizing animals (Taylor, 1990) and embryophytes (Martínez-Delclòs et al., 2004) , respectively. In addition, the dataset does not include assemblages made up exclusively of weakly biomineralized animal exoskeletons, embryophyte plants, hemichordates, chitinozoans, and/or putative hydroids for the following reasons. Because biominerals encapsulate and protect organic matter (Briggs, 1999) , weakly biomineralized exoskeletons have higher preservation potentials than non-biomineralized tissues. Embryophytes do not occur until the middle Paleozoic and are mostly restricted to nonmarine settings . Hemichordate and chitinozoan fossils occur only in the Paleozoic (Clarkson, 1998) , and include clades with planktonic and cosmopolitan lifestyles that influence the preservation and geospatial distributions of their assemblages (Elles, 1939; Finney and Berry, 1997; Rombouts, 1982) . Many putative hydroids from the Paleozoic may be hemichordates, and those from the Mesozoic and Cenozoic are chiefly preserved through bioimmuration . . Unifying model of exceptional taphonomic pathways with reactions, geochemical gradients, and microbial zones (not to scale) associated with preservational processes distributed in an ideal sediment profile. Model assumes soft tissue mineralization occurs exclusively within sediment, as suggested by studies of various Konservat-Lagerstätten Cai et al., 2012; Guan et al., 2016; . Naturally, sedimentary environments often vary from this ideal profile, with some environments disproportionately favoring certain preservational processes over others, owing to the processes' different prerequisites. Such natural variation in sedimentary environments sets the stage for all taphonomic pathways involving combinations of processes. Geochemical perturbations caused by carcasses entering microbial zones (Sagemann et al., 1999) as well as decay and mineralization of soft tissues within microenvironments of carcasses (McNamara et al., 2009 ) may cause preservational styles to deviate from those predicted by this simple model.
Binning by age and depositional setting
Assemblages were assigned-based on descriptions of their paleoenvironments in the literature-to mutually exclusive marine, transitional, and non-marine depositional setting categories, as well as an indeterminate category for assemblages that are not well constrained. Additionally, assemblages from marine and transitional environments were assigned to a combined marine/transitional category. Based on their ages, assemblages were assigned to time bins comprising two time series: a time series of 30.5 (n = 20) million year (my) equal duration time bins and another of 20.3 (n = 30) my equal duration time bins. We selected these durations because their corresponding time series identically span the shortest geochronological interval (613-3 Ma) that encompasses all assemblages in the dataset albeit with different numbers of time bins (n = 20 for 30.5 my; n = 30 for 20.3 my). Based on their time bins, assemblages were additionally assigned to time domains, which were compared via statistical difference testing (see Section 3.7).
Comparison with sampling patterns in the PBDB
The latitudinal, longitudinal, and paleogeographic distributions of the assemblages in the dataset were compared to the corresponding distributions of (principally skeletal) collections in the PBDB in order to assess for relative geographic sampling biases (see Supplementary Information, Figs. S1, S2). Whereas each assemblage signifies a stratigraphic and geographic point of fossil collection, each PBDB collection represents a sample acquired from a similar collection point. Hence, while the units are not strictly equivalent, they are broadly analogous. Collections were sampled from the PBDB in a controlled manner, such that, their distribution among geologic systems and depositional settings identically matches the corresponding distribution of assemblages in our new dataset. Assemblages and collections were assigned-based on their geographic locations and estimated ages and paleolatitudes-to latitudinal (n = 12), longitudinal (n = 24), and age/paleolatitudinal (n = 144) bins. Latitudinal and longitudinal bins each correspond to 15°of geographic range (e.g. 0-15°, 15-30°, etc.), and the 144 age/ paleolatitudinal bins include 12 groups-corresponding to the 12 geologic systems-that consist of 12 bins, each representing 15°of paleolatitude range. For each bin type, the mean counts of collections were compared to the corresponding counts of exceptionally preserved assemblages through correlation analysis.
Nearest neighbor analysis and geospatial statistics
We employed nearest neighbor and geospatial statistical analyses to explore for patterns in the geographic distribution of exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages. For the nearest neighbor analysis, we calculated the distances among all pairs of assemblages, as measured between their Cartesian coordinates, and identified all unique assemblage-nearest neighbor pairs as well as the distances, chronostratigraphic ages, and depositional settings of the assemblages. To assess if assemblages occur heterogeneously in their geographic distribution and/or tend to occur near others of similar age and depositional setting, we calculated several descriptive geospatial statistics (see Supplementary Information). Ripley's L(d) was calculated for various subsets of the dataset in order to assess whether the assemblages are uniform, random, or clumped in their geographic distribution, relative to the total dataset or some subset. Ignoring sample size effects, L(d) is generally equal to zero for randomly distributed points, greater than zero for uniformly spaced points, and less than zero for clumped points. To assess significance, we performed randomization tests and produced confidence intervals (CIs). Observed values above and below the CI represent significant evidence of assemblage regularity and clustering, respectively. Moran's I, which provides a measure of spatial autocorrelation (i.e. correlation in signal among proximally-located points), was calculated to assess spatial autocorrelation in geologic age among nearest neighbors and among points located at various relative distances between 0 and 2000 km. As with traditional correlation coefficient (R) calculations, values N1 and b1 signify positive and negative correlations, respectively. To assess the significance of these values, we determined Z values and their corresponding probabilities.
Hierarchical clustering
Geospatial statistics indicate that the assemblages commonly occur in groups (or clusters) with similar geographic locations, ages, and environmental settings (see Section 4.2). To standardize the data so that clusters of comparable temporal, geospatial, and environmental coverages are the sampling units in the analyses, we hierarchically clustered the assemblages within each time bin in three-dimensional space based on their geographic locations (i.e. the pairwise Euclidean distances among their Cartesian coordinates), and counted in each time bin the number of geospatially distinct clusters, including "clusters" signifying solitary collection points (see methods below, Fig. S3) . From the counts, we determined proportions of marine, transitional, non-marine, and marine/transitional clusters, and altogether, generated assorted time series of counts and proportions of clusters for hypothesis testing. Herein, we primarily focus on the results of clustering assemblages within equal duration time bins, as opposed to within periods, epochs, or ages. Everything else being equal, it is expected that there is a positive relationship between assemblage count and geochronological bin duration. Thus, by clustering within equal duration time bins, we have corrected for the influence of bin duration on the results. Of course, assigning data points with age uncertainties to time bins, which do not correspond exactly to correlative geologic units, can introduce errors into datasets. To confirm that these potential errors did not significantly affect the results, we clustered assemblages within geologically defined chronostratigraphic intervals (systems, series, and sets of series and biozones) and comparatively assessed the resulting time series (see Supplementary Information).
Overall, this hierarchical clustering work takes into consideration the regionalized nature of exceptional preservational conditions , and mitigates effects of incomplete and geospatially uneven sampling, as assemblages variably corresponding to beds, facies, localities, sections, and formations are all combined into clusters (geospatially equivalent to regions), which to a degree, encompass missing data (i.e. assemblages that have similar ages and locations to those in the dataset but have not yet been discovered or reported). Large clusters more comprehensively account for missing data than small ones, as they encompass broader areas. Cluster size, however, trades off with total cluster count (i.e. sample size), and thus, can affect results of hypothesis testing. In addition, clusters of sizes larger than typical depositional and tectonic systems (e.g. basins) may include genetically-distinct deposits. If so, their counts may not accurately reflect natural patterns of exceptional preservation. To account for these issues, we compiled counts of clusters of various sizes (i.e. geographic ranges) for each time bin, and assessed changes in the results (i.e. test statistics and P values) as a function of cluster size. Using this approach, we searched for trends in time series, which do not vary with cluster sizes in the ranges of typical depositional and tectonic systems (10s to 100 s of kilometers in scale). Trends apparent in all time series, regardless of cluster sizes in this range, represent robust patterns in fossil occurrence and sampling of potential significance.
In this contribution, we quantify cluster size using a metricmaximum potential linkage distance (MPLD)-corresponding to the greatest possible Euclidean distance that may separate points or groups within a cluster, given the method used in hierarchical clustering. This value equals the length of each branch of equal measure (or "height") cut from a dendrogram produced via hierarchical analysis. Because various potential criteria exist for combining groups into larger clusters, the relationship between MPLD and actual geographic range slightly varies with method. For example, in clusters identified using the completelinkage distance method, clusters represent non-overlapping circular regions with diameters equal to their MPLDs, as groups are combined via this method based on the distances among their most distant points (Milligan, 1980; Milligan and Cooper, 1987) . Conversely, for the centroid method, the MPLD of a cluster may be shorter than its geographic range because the distances among groups are measured between their means (i.e. central positions) and points on opposite ends of a cluster may be separated by greater distances than the centroids of their local groups (Milligan, 1980; Milligan and Cooper, 1987) . Nonetheless, for any given method, two groups are considered distinct clusters if they are separated by a Euclidean distance greater than a particular MPLD benchmark, and the geographic ranges of clusters generally increase with their MPLDs. As the clusters at a given MPLD represent broadly equivalent geospatial areas, their count represents an approximation of geospatial spread (i.e. a high number corresponding to widespread occurrence).
Hierarchical clustering analyses were performed in JMP (Sall et al., 2012) . For most analyses, we determined counts of clusters with specific (n = 15) MPLDs ranging from 0 to 4000 km. Analyses were repeated using procedures varying with regard to the dataset fractions, time bin durations, and depositional setting categories used in cluster counting. Independent analyses were conducted on the entire dataset (i.e. the global dataset) and the North American subset. In analyses of the global dataset, assemblages within 30.5 my and 20.3 my duration time bins were hierarchically clustered in several ways, such that, assemblages were clustered (1) independently of depositional setting category; (2) according to three (marine, transitional, and non-marine) depositional setting categories; and (3) according to two (marine/transitional and non-marine) depositional setting categories. Analyses in which assemblages were clustered independently of depositional setting category and according to marine, transitional, and non-marine categories were repeated using five clustering methods: complete-linkage, average, centroid, single-linkage, and Ward's methods (Milligan, 1980; Milligan and Cooper, 1987) . Assemblages were clustered according to the marine/ transitional and non-marine categories using the complete-linkage method. In analyses of the North America subset, assemblages within 30.5 and 20.3 my duration time bins were clustered using the complete-linkage method independently of depositional setting category; according to the marine, transitional, and non-marine categories; and according to the marine/transitional and non-marine categories.
Estimation of rock quantity and past sea level
We compiled data regarding rock quantity and past sea level for comparison with the time series of cluster counts. The global sedimentary rock outcrop areas for the time bins in this study were estimated from geologic maps in the Geological Atlas of the World (Choubert and Faure-Muret, 1976) . Time bins' global marine and non-marine sedimentary rock volumes were estimated from published data on the major lithologic associations of the Phanerozoic (Ronov, 1982) . The surface/subsurface areas of North American marine/transitional and nonmarine rocks in the time bins were estimated using data accessed from the Macrostrat database (https://macrostrat.org/classic/about. php). Lastly, for each time bin used in this study, we determined the minimum and maximum global sea levels (measured in meters relative to present day sea level) along with the levels at the bins early and late boundaries, as reconstructed in published sea level curves (Haq and Schutter, 2008; Hardenbol et al., 1999) . From these values, we estimated mean global sea levels (see Supplementary Information) .
Statistical testing of cluster counts and proportions
To test for differences among the time bins and time domains, data were compared through Pearson's chi-square (equality and homogeneity) testing, randomization testing, and Fisher's exact testing. The tests were performed in JMP (Sall et al., 2012) and Microsoft Excel. Chisquare equality tests were performed to compare all the time bins in each time series and to assess whether, in terms of cluster count, they are significantly unequal. Randomization tests were performed in Excel to corroborate chi-square equality testing results and to assess if observed trends in cluster count through geologic time could be explained as random variations or sampling artefacts (Huntley et al., 2006) . Additional chi-square tests were performed on pairs of time domains to assess whether, in terms of their proportions of clusters from various settings, their differences are significant. As some of the chisquare homogeneity tests failed the standard sample size rule (i.e. 80% of the expected counts are N 5 and all expected counts N 1 in contingency tables used in calculation of test statistics), Fisher's exact tests were also performed on pairs of time domains to assess whether differences among their proportions are significant.
Linear polynomial regression models were fit to the time bins' proportions of clusters (y) and ages (x) in order to assess whether the proportions of clusters from marine, transitional, marine/transitional, and non-marine depositional settings significantly change through time.
To assess the fits of the models, P values were tabulated through analysis of variance (ANOVA) F-testing. The fit of any regression model to the data (except for linear model with slope = 0) represents significant evidence that the proportion of clusters changes through time. To assess the accuracy of the F-tests, which assume that residuals are normallydistributed, Shapiro-Wilk and Jarque-Bera tests were performed on the residuals in the regression analyses.
The time bins' cluster counts were plotted against their corresponding rock areas, rock volumes, and sea levels to assess for potential correlations among these variables. Analyses involving non-marine cluster counts did not include time bins older than 430 Ma, which pre-date the earliest robust fossil evidence of widespread terrestrial plant (Kenrick and Crane, 1997) and animal (Shear and Selden, 2001) life. In addition, analyses involving global rock volume and sea level did not include time bins older than 531.7 Ma and Ma 552 Ma, respectively, due to data limitations. The analyses were repeated for time series based on various clustering methods, time bin durations, MPLDs, and data categories used in cluster counting. To verify that the statistically significant results of this work are robust to autocorrelation, the analyses were repeated with data subjected to first differencing (see Supplementary Information).
Results
The dataset provides evidence for several striking patterns in the distribution of Konservat-Lagerstätten in geologic time and space. First, according to the raw data but regardless of time bin duration, assemblages are most common in the Ediacaran, Cambrian, lower-middle Cretaceous, Paleogene, and Neogene, and relatively rare in the Devonian, upper Triassic, and uppermost Cretaceous (Fig. 4a) . Second, the data suggest that the depositional settings of the deposits changed through time with marine assemblages occurring most abundantly in the Ediacaran-lower Paleozoic interval, transitional assemblages occurring most abundantly in the middle-upper Paleozoic, and non-marine assemblages occurring most abundantly in the Mesozoic and Cenozoic (Fig. 4b, c) . In addition, the data indicate that marine and transitional assemblages increase in frequency in the Jurassic and lower-upper Cretaceous. Lastly, the assemblages in the dataset show a marked change in paleolatitudinal range through the Phanerozoic (Fig. 4d, e) . The assemblages occur at high and low (northern and southern) latitudes in the Ediacaran-Ordovician, but concentrate at equatorial latitudes in the middle-late Paleozoic and at high northern latitudes in the Mesozoic and Cenozoic.
Comparison with global trends in skeletal fossil collection
The latitudinal, longitudinal, and age/paleolatitudinal distributions of the assemblages in the dataset broadly resemble those of principally skeletal fossil collections randomly sampled from the PBDB (Fig. 5 , see Supplementary Information Fig. S2 ). Most assemblages and collections have been sampled from the northern hemisphere at latitudes between 30 and 60° (Fig. 5a, b) , and analyses indicate a strong positive correlation ( Fig. 5e ; F-test P: 0.001; R: 0.930; R 2 : 0.860) between the assemblage and collection counts in the latitudinal bins. Likewise, the assemblages and collections follow similar tri-modal longitudinal distributions (Fig. 5a, b) -with peaks in the −120 to −75°, −15 to 30°, and 105 to 120°ranges-that broadly correspond to the longitudinal ranges associated with maximum landmass (i.e. North and South America; Europe and Africa; and eastern Asia and Australia). Their counts in the longitudinal bins are also positively correlated ( Fig. 5f ; F-test P: 0.001; R: 0.830; R 2 : 0.680). In conjunction with these trends, the assemblages and collection have similar distributions in terms of their age and paleolatitude (Fig. 5c, d ). Correlation analyses ( Fig. 5g ; F-test P: 0.001; R: 0.760; R 2 : 0.580) indicate that the occurrences of the assemblages and collection are broadly congruent in terms of age and paleolatitude. Therefore, no broad scale differences exist among the geospatial distributions of exceptionally preserved and skeletal fossils.
Nearest neighbor analysis and geospatial statistics
The assemblages in the dataset commonly occur in clusters. These clusters are evident in maps of assemblage localities (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S1 , and Supplementary Animations). The majority (61%) of assemblages occur within 50 km of their nearest neighbors (Fig. 6a) , and half of all assemblage-nearest neighbor pairs include points from matching chronostratigraphic series and depositional settings ( Fig. 6b-d) . Spatial autocorrelation analyses provide significant evidence of autocorrelation in age for nearest neighbors, and show that similarity in age between assemblages generally increases with geographic proximity between 0 and 800 km distance (Fig. 6e) . In addition, Ripley's L(d) function analyses provide significant evidence that the assemblages occur in clusters (Fig. 6f) . Although all subsets of the dataset exhibit evidence of clustering, regardless of data category, the analyses indicate that the assemblages most commonly cluster with those from matching depositional settings with the transitional assemblages exhibiting the greatest degree of intraspecific categorical association, particularly at great distances.
Cluster count time series
The number of clusters of exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages varies through the Ediacaran-Neogene interval. A general trend persists in all time-series of counts of clusters with MPLDs between 50 and 1000 km (Fig. 7) irrespective of clustering method (see Supplementary  Information, Figs. S4, S5 ). This trend is evident, regardless of whether the assemblages are clustered within equal duration time bins (Fig. 7a , b, i-l) or chronostratigraphic interval (Fig. S6a-d) . In all cases, the total number of clusters increases from the lower Ediacaran to the Cambrian, declines from the lower to middle Paleozoic, and generally rises from the Devonian to the Neogene with notable drops in total cluster count observed in the Upper Triassic and uppermost Cretaceous. These trends reflect underlying patterns in occurrences of marine, transitional, and non-marine assemblages (Fig. 7c-h ). In general, marine clusters increase in number from the Ediacaran to Cambrian before declining in number through the lower Paleozoic; clusters signifying transitional depositional settings occur sporadically throughout the Phanerozoic, but peak in the Silurian, Carboniferous, and upper Mesozoic; and non-marine clusters first appear in the Silurian and rise in number through the Phanerozoic. Assemblages of all categories are rare in the Upper Triassic and late Cretaceous. Chi-square equality testing shows that the time bins are significantly unequal with respect to cluster count (P b 0.05 for analyses with MPLDs b 1000 km, Fig. 8) , and randomization tests indicate that the general trend in total cluster count cannot be explained by random variations or sampling artefacts (Fig. 9) .
Correlation analyses of the time series data-comparing marine, non-marine, and marine/transitional cluster counts to rock areas and volumes (Fig. 10) -provide statistically significant evidence for correlations between some pairs of these variables (Fig. 11) . Correlations supported by F-test P values b 0.05 for all MPLDs and time bin durations indicate that non-marine cluster counts are positively correlated (generally R N 0.65) with the areas and volumes of non-marine rocks (Fig. 11a-c, j-l Fig. S7 ), and the same significant correlations are observed, even when assemblages are clustered within geologically defined chronostratigraphic intervals (Fig. S8) .
Correlations between marine/transitional cluster count and global marine rock volume-which are supported by P values b 0.05 and generally have R values N 0.5 for all time bin durations and MPLDs between 300 and 1000 km-provide some statistical evidence for a relationship between those variables (Fig. 11g-i, p-r) . Yet, the R 2 values of these correlations indicate that global marine rock volume accounts for b40% of the variation in marine/transitional cluster count. The corresponding values from correlations between marine cluster count and global marine rock volume as well as from correlation analyses comparing North American marine and marine/transitional cluster counts to North America marine/transitional rock area also provide evidence for positive correlations among the variables (Fig. 11d-i , m-r), but in all cases, rock quantity accounts for only a minor fraction (R 2 b 0.35) of the variation in cluster count. As opposed to these results, those from correlation analyses comparing global marine and marine/transitional cluster counts to global marine rock outcrop area did not yield significant results (Fig. 11d-i , m-r; F-test P N 0.05 for all MPLDs, regardless of clustering method and time bin duration). Correlation analyses comparing marine, non-marine, and marine/ transitional cluster counts (based on the complete-linkage method (e-g) Plots of counts of exceptionally preserved assemblages and mean counts of PBDB collections for latitudinal (e), longitudinal (f), and age/paleolatitudinal bins (g) with fitted linear regression models and correlation analysis results. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) and various MPLDs and time bin durations) to mean global sea level indicate that no relationship exists between cluster count and sea level (Ftest P N 0.05 for all correlations and MPLDs; Fig. 11 
Proportion time series
Proportion time series indicate that, like the assemblages, the clusters shift from predominantly marine facies in the Ediacaran-Ordovician interval (Fig. 12a, b) to transitional facies in the Silurian-Permian interval (Fig. 12c, d ) and non-marine facies in Triassic-Neogene interval (Fig.  12e, f) . This result does not vary with clustering method (see Supplementary Information, Figs. S6, S9-S11). Pairwise homogeneity tests show that the three time domains are significantly different in terms of proportions of clusters in each depositional setting category (Chisquare and Fisher's Exact tests, P b 0.05 for all analyses, Fig. 13a -c, f-h, k-m, r-t). Furthermore, regression modeling shows that the marine (Fig. 12a, b) and non-marine (Fig. 12e, f) proportions decrease and increase through geologic time, respectively, while the transitional proportion (Fig. 12c, d ) peaks in the upper Paleozoic (F-test P b 0.05 for all analyses). Although exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages primarily occur in non-marine facies in the Triassic-Neogene interval, stratigraphic intervals in the Jurassic (~186-145 Ma) and Cretaceous (~104.7-84.3 Ma) include greater marine/transitional and lesser nonmarine proportions than predicted by regression models (Fig. 14a, b) . Pairwise homogeneity tests also suggest these intervals include significantly greater marine/transitional and lesser non-marine proportions than other Triassic-Neogene time domains (Chi-square and Fisher's Exact tests, P b 0.05 for MPLDs b 800 km, Fig. 13d , e, i, j, n-q, u-x).
Discussion
Our dataset of exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages represents a major expansion of previous compilations in terms of size and number of data fields (Allison and Briggs, 1993; Hendy, 2011; Schiffbauer and Laflamme, 2012) . The global geographic and paleogeographic distributions of the assemblages in the dataset broadly resemble those of skeletal fossils, suggesting that the dataset does not contain significant geospatial biases relative to common trends in fossil sampling. Like skeletal fossils (Plotnick, 2017) , the assemblages themselves commonly occur in clusters with others of similar age and matching depositional setting. Well-known examples of these clusters occur in the Ediacaran of South China (i.e. the Doushantuo and Lantian formations, , Cambrian of British Columbia (i.e. the Burgess Shale and related deposits, Conway Morris, 1989) , Cambrian of the western US (i.e. the Wheeler, Marjum, and related deposits, Conway Morris, 1989) , Carboniferous of the mid-continental US (i.e. the Mazon Creek and related deposits, Baird et al., 1985b) , Jurassic of Germany (i.e. the Solnhofen and related deposits, Ebert et al., 2015) , and the Eocene of the western US (i.e. the Green River Formation, Bradley, 1964) . Of course, numerous other clusters occur around the world and throughout the geologic record of complex life. The results of geospatial statistical analyses (Fig. 6 ) as well as maps showing occurrences of assemblages through time (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S1 , and Animations S1 and S2) indicate that these clusters are generally tens to hundreds of kilometers in scale, though their full extents remain ambiguous, given incomplete exposure of geologic units and the challenges of evenly and completely sampling assemblages from primary literature sources, which often do include exact geospatial coordinates. Geospatial statistics, nonetheless, provide some constraints on the maximum sizes of the clusters. At distances N800 km, assemblages demonstrate negligible evidence of spatial autocorrelation in age (Fig. 6e) , and at distances N1000 km, marine assemblages do not exhibit significant evidence of clustering (Fig. 6f) . Thus, the geospatial statistics suggest that clusters of related assemblages only rarely exceed 800 km, and indicate that efforts to quantify and interpret changes in exceptional preservational conditions through time should focus on counts and proportions of clusters of sizes no N1000 km.
Our hierarchical clustering represents a "lumping approach," providing relatively conservative estimates of cluster counts and proportions. The work notably does not factor in differences in preservation, instead grouping assemblages into clusters, regardless of their taphonomic characteristics. Our review of environmental controls on preservational processes shows that assemblages preserved via different taphonomic processes do not necessarily represent unrelated environmental factors, as certain conditions can contribute to exceptional preservation via several preservational pathways. Indeed, stylistic differences among proximally arranged assemblages may actually represent alternative expressions of regional or global phenomena, which have been modulated by local and microenvironmental conditions. In any case, consideration of preservational styles would not have affected the raw assemblage counts and proportions, but it would have increased cluster counts and shifted proportions in favor of time bins and depositional settings with the greatest varieties of taphonomic pathways. We predict that, if we took preservational styles into account in clustering, the main differences in the results would pertain to the upper Neoproterozoiclower Paleozoic interval. Assemblages in this interval constitute a number of fully marine "taphonomic windows" (Allison and Briggs, 1991) , each corresponding to a particular style of preservation (Butterfield, 2003) . These windows generally closed between the lower and middle Paleozoic (Butterfield, 2003; Xiao and Schiffbauer, 2009 ). In the upper Paleozoic-Cenozoic interval, assemblages sometimes reflect multiple preservational processes (Allison, 1988b; Wang et al., 2012) , but infrequently exemplify taphonomic processes other than carbonaceous compression or carbonate mineralization (Baird et al., 1985b; Cotroneo et al., 2016) . Thus, had preservational styles been considered in hierarchical clustering, it is likely that the upper Neoproterozoic-lower Paleozoic interval would have been disproportionately affected. Future work should address these issues. In the meantime, it seems that consideration of taphonomic pathways would not have affected the overarching trends observed in cluster counts and proportions through geologic time and space (Figs. 7, 12, 14) , as those trends broadly follow the raw data (Fig. 4) .
Explanations for clustering of assemblages
Three non-exclusive explanations can account for the clustering of assemblages in our dataset. First, at the broadest scale (1000s of kilometers), the clustering likely signifies global-scale patterns in geologic sampling (Plotnick, 2017) . Because assemblages have predominantly been sampled from surface outcrops in the northern hemisphere, they may appear to cluster together. This explanation, nonetheless, does not account for clustering of assemblages at local to regional scales (10s to 100s of kilometers). Second, because the assemblages represent outcrops of lithological packages with shared tectonic and erosional histories, the clustering of assemblages may reflect patterns in the exposures of rocks available for geologic sampling (Plotnick, 2017) . Accordingly, the number of assemblages in each cluster may correspond, in part, to the amount of exposure and geospatial size of its hosting lithological package. However, the availability of rock alone does not guarantee occurrence of exceptionally preserved fossils. Thus, the clustering of assemblages lastly indicates that, in the past, exceptional preservational conditions sometimes arose repeatedly over millions of years throughout laterally extensive regions (e.g. basins). In these cases, regional factors influencing taphonomic processes most likely allowed for conservation of soft tissues, as the recurrent conditions are suggestive of common causes. Of course, the relative significance of each of these explanations for explaining patterns in occurrences of assemblages may vary from cluster to cluster or time interval to time interval. If changes in the Earth system through time affected the potential for development of exceptional preservational conditions, the likelihood of finding exceptional fossils per unit of rock quantity may follow a similar trend.
Trends in occurrences of clusters through time
The hierarchical clustering work in this study takes into account the clustering of assemblages, and mitigates the consequences of uneven sampling of assemblages with similar geographic locations, ages, and depositional settings. Time series illustrate the effects of this clustering work, showing for instance, that the raw unclustered data ( Fig. 4a ; MPLD = 0) include overabundances of Ediacaran (ca. 560 Ma) and Lower Cretaceous assemblages relative to geographic expansiveness, as illustrated in the clustered data (Fig. 7a, b , i-l; MPLDs 50-1000 km). For the Ediacaran, this result is a reflection of the numerous albeit geospatially concentrated collection points of Ediacara-type fossils provided at bed level in primary literature (Hofmann et al., 2008) . Conversely, for the Cretaceous, it may reflect geographic concentrations of localities in China and the UK, where the Jehol (Wang et al., 2012) and Purbeck Limestone (Coram, 2003) groups respectively contain exceptional insects at numerous sites. In any case, counts of clusters versus time (Fig. 7a, b , i-l) generally corroborate the major trends observed in the raw data. Clusters increase in number (geospatial spread) from the lower Ediacaran into the Phanerozoic, peak in the Cambrian, and decline through the lower-middle Paleozoic before rising through the remainder of the Phanerozoic, excluding intervals in the upper Triassic Fig. 9 . Dataset randomization testing of cluster count equality among time bins. For all plots, the y axis is cluster count, and the x axis is geologic time. Black lines indicate observed values; green lines indicate expected values, assuming time bins generally have equal cluster counts; and red lines indicate 99% CI, based on 1000 replicates. Different line styles correspond to different clustering methods, columns correspond to different time bin durations, and rows correspond to different data categories (clustering independently of depositional setting categories or dependent upon marine, transitional, and non-marine categories) and MPLDs (300 and 1000 km) used in cluster counting. Note that the results corroborate chi-square equality testing results. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) and upper Cretaceous (Fig. 7b, j, l) , which include relatively few clusters of assemblages. These differences in cluster count among time bins are statistically significant (Figs. 8, 9 ) for MPLDs b 1000 km. Analyses involving clusters of MPLDs N1000 km did not yield statistically significant evidence of cluster count variation (Fig. 8) , primarily due to sample size constraints (i.e. too few clusters in some time bins) but also low magnitude differences among time bins (Fig. 7) . However, given that clusters of MPLDs b 1000 km best capture the clustering patterns of interest (Fig. 6) , the results confirm that the frequency of exceptional preservation has significantly changed through Earth history.
Relationships with quantities of rock available for sampling
Differences in cluster count among time bins may, in part, follow variation in the quantity of sedimentary rock. The estimates of the global outcrop areas, global volumes, and North American surface/subsurface areas of the non-marine rocks in the time bins in this study follow similar trends through geologic time (Fig. 10) . Like non-marine cluster count, the quantity of non-marine rock increases from the lower-middle Paleozoic to the Pliocene (Quaternary rocks were not included in our estimates). Indeed, correlation analyses indicate that nonmarine sedimentary rock quantity (outcrop area or volume) accounts for the majority of non-marine cluster count variation observed among time bins younger than 430 Ma ( Fig. 11a-c; R 2 N 0.6 and F-test P b 0.05 for most MPLDs ≤ 1000 km), and first difference cross-plots of these variables for 30.5 my time bins corroborate these correlations (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S7 ). Thus, on a global scale, the numbers of non-marine assemblages and clusters may depend on the amount of rock available for geologic sampling of exceptionally preserved fossils. The estimates regarding marine rock areas and volumes follow markedly different patterns through the Phanerozoic. Whereas global marine rock outcrop area remains more-or-less constant from the Cambrian to the Cretaceous, the global volume and North American surface/ subsurface area of marine/transitional rocks fluctuate across several orders of magnitude with minimum volumes/areas in the Permian-Triassic interval and maximum volumes/areas recorded in the Ordovician and upper Mesozoic. These differences may reflect the inclusion of subsurface deposits in the estimates of global volumes and North American areas. Because the exceptionally preserved assemblages in the database-excluding the Cambrian Mount Cap Formation (Butterfield, 1994) , Carboniferous Castlecomer (Orr et al., 1996 (Orr et al., , 2008 , and Permian Pechora Basin (Rasnitsyn et al., 2005) assemblages-were discovered in surface outcrops, global rock outcrop area may represent the best proxy for considering biases in sampling. Global rock volume and North American surface/subsurface rock area, in contrast, may represent the best proxies for investigating preservational biases caused by tectonicallycontrolled patterns in sedimentation. In any case, the correlation analyses indicate that neither rock quantity (Fig. 11e-i , m-r; R 2 b 0.33 and F-test P b 0.05 for most MPLDs ≤ 1000 km) nor global relative sea level (Haq and Schutter, 2008; Hardenbol et al., 1999; Figs. 10b, 11e-i, m-r; F-test P N 0. 05 for all MPLDs) account for the variations observed in marine and marine/transitional cluster counts. This result does not preclude a relationship between rock quantity and assemblage/cluster count in marine and transitional settings, or between count and sea level. The rise in marine cluster count from the lower Ediacaran to the Cambrian, for example, may signify an increase in the amount of marine rock available for exploration (Fig.  10) . Regardless, given a lack of correlations, the trends in marine assemblages and clusters point to other factors of influence.
Trends in depositional settings of clusters
Because total cluster count significantly varies through the geologic history of complex life, regardless of its method of calculation (Fig. 7a,  b, i-l) , efforts to quantify the predominance of exceptional preservation in various depositional settings must account for changes in sample size from time bin to time bin. For this reason, in this study, we normalized counts of marine, transitional, non-marine, and marine/transitional clusters relative to total cluster counts (i.e. marine + transitional + non-marine and marine/transitional + non-marine counts), and for all methods of clustering the data, determined proportions of clusters in each depositional setting category for each time bin (Figs. 12, 14) . Statistical testing shows that the proportions of clusters in the categories change significantly throughout the stratigraphic record (Figs. 12-14) . Evidently, exceptional preservational conditions shifted from predominantly marine depositional settings in the Ediacaran-early Paleozoic to transitional and non-marine settings in the Silurian-Carboniferous and Permian-Neogene intervals, respectively (Fig. 12; Allison and Briggs, 1991) . In addition, the data indicate that exceptional preservation rose in frequency within marine and transitional settings in the Jurassic and early-late Cretaceous (Fig. 14a, b) .
Several observations rule out the interpretation of the major proportion pattern as a product resulting from inversed 'wedges' in marine and non-marine cluster counts. If decreasing marine cluster counts and increasing non-marine cluster counts did cause the proportion pattern, then their trends would overlap, and transitional clusters would not predominate in any time domain. The decline in marine cluster count, however, began in the Cambrian (Fig. 7c, d ), prior to the rise of terrestrial animal life (Shear and Selden, 2001) , and although the oldest unambiguous non-marine clusters first appear in the Devonian (Trewin, 1985; Trewin and Davidson, 1995) , they remain infrequent until the Carboniferous (Fig. 7g, h ). Moreover, transitional clusters are predominant in the interim between the Cambrian and Carboniferous systems (Fig. 12c, d ). Thus, in part, the pattern must reflect independent trends through time in occurrences of marine and non-marine fossil assemblages.
Interpreting the cluster count and proportion time series results
Stratigraphic and geographic distributions of fossils reflect evolutionary and ecological trends, but also patterns in fossil preservation and sampling associated with rock record biases and paleoenvironmental gradients. In this context, the major trends in the exceptional fossil record through Earth history may, to varying extents, signify geologic and taphonomic overprints. Both types of overprints affect the fossil record on a global scale, but as we argue based on our dataset, they disproportionately affect the records of marine, non-marine, and transitional assemblages. In this section, we explore the trends in Konservat-Lagerstätten through geologic time in each of these depositional settings, and overall, provide a comprehensive account of the environmental and geological phenomena responsible for their distributions.
Exceptional preservation through time in marine settings
Secular environmental changes of global scale can affect occurrences of fossils by influencing preservational processes and creating taphonomic biases. In regards to exceptional fossil preservation, such taphonomic overprints result from environmental changes that affect the degradation and mineralization of soft tissues. Such phenomena best explain the variation through geologic time in marine cluster count, which overall, does not significantly co-vary with marine rock quantity. In particular, the decline in the number of marine clusters through the lower Paleozoic interval likely reflects environmental changes in open marine settings, which promoted destruction of soft tissues and/or reduced the potential for authigenic mineralization. Along these same lines, the rise in marine cluster count from the lower Ediacaran to Cambrian may reflect global environmental changes that limited degradation and/or fostered tissue mineralization. This trend, however, may signify a sampling bias caused by geologic overprinting (rock quantity increases from the Ediacaran to the Cambrian, Fig. 10) , or by the Cambrian radiation of sclerotized animals, which had recalcitrant tissues with greater preservational potentials than those of Ediacaran eukaryotes (Butterfield, 2003) . Thus, we focus on the decline in marine cluster count through the lower-middle Paleozoic, which cannot be explained by such alternatives.
In light of our unifying conceptual model (Fig. 3) and previous hypotheses regarding the opening and closing of taphonomic windows through geologic time (Butterfield, 2003; Gaines et al., 2012b; Tarhan et al., 2016) , two non-mutually exclusive (and holistically complementary) explanations emerge for the overarching trend in the marine record. The first explanation attributes the abundance of exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages in the upper Neoproterozoic-lower Paleozoic to seawater chemistry, which given its unique make-up in that interval, supported a multitude of preservational processes and opened all taphonomic windows. High silica allowed for silicification (Knoll, 1985; Maliva et al., 1989) ; influx of phosphate promoted phosphatization ; and aspects that inhibited degradative chemistry resulted in organic preservation (Butterfield, 1990; Gaines et al., 2012a Gaines et al., , 2012b Orr et al., 1998; Petrovich, 2001 ). Yet, as our conceptual model shows, the major taphonomic processes do not occur under entirely unique environmental conditions. Focusing on shared conditions, the second explanation ascribes the decline in exceptional preservation in the upper Neoproterozoic-lower Paleozoic to secular changes in near-surface marine environments (Allison and Briggs, 1993) , which broadly affected all taphonomic processes and lastingly restricted soft tissue conservation in marine settings. Overall, the trend broadly follows the prolonged oxygenation of the ocean-atmosphere system (Gill et al., 2011; and the protracted development of the sediment mixed layer (Tarhan et al., 2015) , the zone of sediment homogenized and fluidized via bioturbation by burrowing animals, in the early Paleozoic. These changes in marine environments affected exceptional preservation by promoting scavenging of buried carcasses (Allison and Briggs, 1993) ; enhancing the seawater concentrations of O 2 and SO 4 2 − used in the main microbial metabolisms of decay (Canfield and Farquhar, 2009; Tarhan et al., 2015) ; deepening the sedimentary aerobic and sulfate reduction zones in which soft tissues are most aggressively degraded Schiffbauer et al., 2014b) ; and reducing the prevalence of microbial mats, which facilitate authigenic/diagenetic mineralization by sealing fossils off from oxic or suboxic bottom waters (Gehling, 1999; Laflamme et al., 2011) and preventing efflux of precipitating geochemical species (Callow and Brasier, 2009; . Collectively, these changes impacted the likelihood of organic remains surviving long enough to undergo authigenic/diagenetic mineralization prior to their destruction. As a result, exceptional preservation environments in the late Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic were largely confined to transitional and nonmarine depositional settings, where conditions that facilitate soft tissue conservation sometimes develop within restricted local and regional systems Briggs, 1991, 1993) . Global preservational biases caused by changing oxygen levels may not be unique to the Ediacaran-Ordovician interval. The prevalence of exceptional assemblages within marine/transitional facies associated with the Toarcian (Ansorge, 2003; Martindale et al., 2017) and Cenomanian/Turonian (Martill et al., 2011) global oceanic anoxic events (Takashima et al., 2006; Figs. 12a-d and 14a, b) indicates such events favored exceptional preservation. Low oxygen levels during the events may have deterred scavengers, limited soft tissue decomposition, and fostered sedimentary microbial mats. Future investigations of assemblages in these intervals may further illuminate the role of oxygen in exceptional preservation.
Exceptional preservation through time in non-marine settings
The exposure and quantity (i.e. availability) of sedimentary rock represent a potential geologic control on fossil sampling. The correlation between non-marine cluster count and non-marine rock outcrop area and volume suggests that rock quantity largely determines the number of exceptional fossil deposits sampled from terrestrial facies in each time bin. Given that non-marine rock quantity increases from the Paleozoic to present, the rise in non-marine cluster count through that interval most likely signifies a sampling bias caused by underlying geologic phenomena. In general, the quality of the fossil record declines with age (Kowalewski and Flessa, 1996) , as rocks are progressively modified and destroyed by tectonic, diagenetic, and erosional processes over time. As a direct consequence of such phenomena, the availability of non-marine rock improves toward the present ( Fig. 10 ; Wall et al., 2009) , and more non-marine assemblages have been sampled from younger than older geologic intervals. Whereas older deposits were destroyed, younger ones have more readily survived to the present.
Overall, the linear relationship between cluster count and rock availability suggests that, on a global scale, the probability of exceptional , and non-marine (e, f) depositional setting categories using the complete-linkage method (see Supplementary Information for results from analyses using other clustering methods). Vertical lines delineate time domains compared in chi-square homogeneity testing. Linear (1st-degree for marine and non-marine clusters; 2nd-degree for transitional clusters) polynomial regression models fit to the time series are also included in the rectangular plots. For all square plots (g-l), the x axis is MPLD and y axis is P value. The P values were compiled from F (g, j), Shapiro-Wilk (h, k), and Jarque-Bera (i, l) testing of regression models. Note that the results indicate that the proportions of clusters in each of the categories have significantly changed through time.
preservational conditions developing in non-marine settings did not significantly fluctuate through Earth history; if it did, then the relationship between rock quantity and cluster count would not be resolvable. In light of this relationship, the results indicate that exceptional preservation occurs within non-marine settings in response to local and provincial conditions, largely immune to global secular environmental changes. As non-marine assemblages occur in clusters throughout the middle Devonian-Neogene interval (Bradley, 1964; Huber and McDonald, 2003; Trewin, 1985; Trewin and Davidson, 1995; Wang et al., 2012) , these phenomena must include regional scale factors, like topography, sedimentation rate, climate, primary productivity, salinity, and paleogeography (Allison and Briggs, 1993) . In general, exceptional preservation may be favored in regional settings with bottom water stagnation, episodic burial, pore water anoxia, and early-diagenetic sealing of sediments in addition to low levels of animal scavenging, bioturbation, and sediment reworking (Allison and Briggs, 1991; Seilacher et al., 1985) . Collectively, all these conditions influence soft tissue degradation. The specific preservational styles in a region, however, depend upon factors affecting mineralization, which may be highly localized to fossils (McNamara et al., 2009) , such as the availabilities of reactive iron, silica, and phosphate (Guan et al., 2016; , and their durations within the various microbial zones within the sediment column (Schiffbauer et al., 2014b) . Preservational style can also be influenced by the localized perturbations caused by carcasses entering microbial zones as well as the composition of the microbiota driving decay and mineralization of soft tissues (Sagemann et al., 1999) .
Other trends in exceptional preservation through time
Exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages were predominantly preserved in transitional settings in the middle and upper Paleozoic (Fig. 12c, d ). The origin of this trend is ambiguous, in part, due to limited data regarding the exposure, area, and volume of transitional facies. The abundance of transitional assemblages may reflect widespread coastlines bordering epicontinental seas, or specifically in the Carboniferous, broad coastal delta plains at low latitudes (Allison and Briggs, 1993) . If the trend does not signify geologic overprinting, it may simply reflect the absence of exceptional preservation in marine settings and the paucity of non-marine sedimentary rocks in that interval. Total cluster counts are low throughout the interval (Fig. 7a, b) , outside of the Pennsylvanian, which contains a plethora of assemblages (Baird et al., 1985b) . Alternatively, the trend may correspond to globally low bioturbation levels, as sediment mixing in transitional environments did not begin approaching modern intensities and depths until the Permian or Triassic (Buatois et al., 2005; Mángano and Buatois, 2015) . Future work should investigate this possible relationship between bioturbation and exceptional preservation.
The dearth of assemblages in the upper Triassic (Norian) and uppermost Cretaceous (Campanian and Maastrichtian), likewise, remains problematic. The absence of assemblages in these intervals may signify paucity of non-marine sedimentary rock at a level that cannot be resolved in the available rock area and volume data. Alternatively, perhaps global climatic conditions limited fossil preservation. None of the cluster time series directly or inversely follow the Phanerozoic paleotemperature curve, which has highs in the lower Paleozoic, upper Paleozoic, and upper Cretaceous as well as lows in the Ordovician, Silurian, Carboniferous, and Cenozoic. However, this lack of co-variation through the record does not rule out the possibility of climatic influence. Although there is generally a lack paleoclimatic information for the Norian (Preto et al., 2010) , oxygen isotopes suggest that both the late Triassic and late Cretaceous witnessed climatic cooling of hothouse conditions (Veizer and Prokoph, 2015) . As the solubility of oxygen in water is inversely related to temperature, this cooling trend may have reduced the frequency of dysoxic environments conducive to soft tissue preservation. Of course, even as the climate cooled, arid conditions may have also prevailed in parts of the continents. Such arid conditions could have limited intracontinental precipitation, and thereby, curbed development of lakes and intermontane basins, which might produce Konservat-Lagerstätten. Thus, the paucity of assemblages in the upper Triassic and uppermost Cretaceous may, in part, signify aspects of Earth's climate. Future work on Triassic and Cretaceous paleoclimatology may illuminate the trend. In any case, the general dearth of exceptionally preserved fossils in these intervals presents a challenge for paleontological research on the history of the terrestrial biosphere. Research efforts should target non-marine facies in these intervals in order to potentially fill the gaps.
Conclusions
In summation, with the goal of holistic understanding of soft tissue taphonomy, our review puts forth a unifying conceptual model-rooted in sedimentary geology and geomicrobiology-that accounts for all variation in fossil preservational pathway and style by considering taphonomic processes with shared and unique environmental controls. Taking this conceptual model into consideration, we interpret the results of a meta-analysis of a new and comprehensive compilation of exceptionally preserved fossil assemblages, which markedly expands on previous work. Konservat-Lagerstätten commonly cluster in geographic and stratigraphic space with others of similar age and matching depositional setting. Such clusters signify exceptional preservational conditions that arose repeatedly over millions of years throughout laterally extensive regions (10s to 100s of kilometers in scale). Trends in the counts and proportions of these clusters through geologic time illuminate the environmental controls on exceptional preservation operating on interrelated local, regional, and global scales. In addition, the results indicate that the marine and non-marine records of exceptionally preserved fossils reflect different principal 'mega-biases' (Kowalewski and Flessa, 1996) , signifying environmental and geologic phenomena affecting fossil preservation and sampling on global levels. Whereas preservational biases prevail in the marine record, sampling biases predominate in the non-marine record. Research on the history of life in the fossil record should account for such megabiases by integrating geospatially-minded approaches (Plotnick, 2017) and paleoenvironmental data with metrics of diversity, disparity, and sampling effort.
Remaining questions pertain to the consequences of global megabiases for ecological and evolutionary patterns. Our results provide some support for the possible mass extinction of life around the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary (Laflamme et al., 2013) , which is purportedly captured in the fossil record of soft-bodied Ediacara-type taxa (Darroch et al., 2015) . Preservation of these organisms evidently ceased during a time when global marine conditions were broadly conducive to soft tissue conservation. Accordingly, the simplest explanation for the absence of Ediacara-type fossils beyond the Ediacaran is extinction. However, the pattern could alternatively reflect a preservational bias superimposed on evolutionary and ecological trends. For instance, perhaps some Ediacara-type taxa persisted into the Phanerozoic (Conway Morris, 1993; Hagadorn et al., 2000; Jensen et al., 1998) , but due to ecological pressures , became rare and/or Fig. 13 . Pearson's chi-square (a-e, k-q) and Fisher's exact (f-j, r-x) testing of time domain heterogeneity. For all plots, x axis is MPLD and y axis is P value. Compilation plots show P values from testing of pairwise time domain homogeneity using contingency table in key. Each plot includes P values determined from numerous tests of data compiled based on various clustering methods and MPLDs. The time series in each specific plot were compiled via hierarchical clustering of assemblages in time bins of duration (t) according to specific depositional setting categories. Based on the ages of their assemblages, the resulting clusters were assigned to time domains. As shown in the key, the values (a, b, x, y) in each plot indicate time domains and depositional setting categories used in determination of P values. Diagonally hatched areas indicate P values determined from contingency tables with fewer than 5 clusters in one or more cells of expected values, and Pearson's chi-square test has low statistical power. restricted to environments, which did not allow for soft tissue conservation. Under such circumstances, preservation of Ediacara-type taxa may have been uncommon. Ultimately, to test for the effects of such biases, future efforts should aim to improve upon our work, documenting patterns in exceptional fossil occurrence and sampling at higher temporal and spatial resolutions and integrating further taphonomic information. Notably, the megabiases described in this study support alternative hypotheses for other purported evolutionary and ecological patterns in ancient soft-bodied organisms. The overall rise in insect family richness through the Carboniferous-Neogene interval (Labandeira and Sepkoski, 1993) , for example, could be explained as a sampling bias caused by the declining quality of the non-marine record with age. In another case, preservational bias caused by environmental changes affecting soft tissue conservation in the early Paleozoic could account for the purported extinction of Burgess Shale-type organisms in the Ordovician (Van Roy et al., 2010) . These examples affirm that an improved understanding of phenomena affecting exceptional fossil preservation and sampling and their temporal and geospatial heterogeneity will be critical for developing, testing, and improving hypotheses regarding the history of life.
Supplementary information (discussion, figures, and tables), animations (Animations S1, S2), and data (Dataset S1) can be found online at 10.1016/j.gr.2017.04.020.
